Liliana’s Birth Story

I had a good pregnancy with minor complications up until my 37th week.  After that point is when the swelling began.  I had gained only 25 pounds the entire pregnancy, but once the water retention started I gained another 10 pounds.  I couldn’t wear my rings and shoes barely fit.  My ankles and feet were so swollen I could barely walk or even sit comfortably (don’t even ask about how I slept!).  It didn’t help that I was still working 10 hour days, which required an hour plus commute each way.  Luckily Derek was able to shuttle me back and forth and once I got to work, my feet were propped up all day long.  That helped with some relief, but on March 23rd I had reached the end of my rope and was miserable.
That day I said to my sister Erin, who worked for me, that I didn’t know how much longer I could endure the commute and long work days.  I also mentioned to her that I felt a little different.  I didn’t necessarily feel contractions (i fact, I never felt Braxton Hicks contractions during the pregnancy) it just felt like Liliana was stretching out which made me very uncomfortable.  After the fact, the midwife said what I had felt were contractions at the top of my uterus, but I didn’t identify them as such.   I had mentioned to Erin when I left work that day to not be surprised if I stayed home the rest of the week.  I struggled with the decision of whether or not to take off work prior to labor, but since I didn’t know when this would occur, I never decided one way or the other.  
Derek picked me up at 4pm and I told him how I wanted to stay home the next day because I felt so bad.  When I showed him my swollen ankles and feet he responded with “Goodness, you look like a freak!”  I called my beloved massage therapist and booked a two hour massage for Thursday.  I figured she could work on my trigger spots to help induce labor, as well as give me some general relief.  
We got to the house around 5pm and I immediately went to the couch for an hour nap on the heating pad.  The heating pad was my best friend the entire pregnancy since my main symptom for 9 months was back pain.  Derek said Liliana would be born “hard boiled” since I used the heat so often!  After the hour nap I got up to make my dinner at 6pm.  While standing in the kitchen my water broke at 6:15pm.  I yelled to Derek “ummmm….I think my water just broke”.  Derek being Derek was very calm and just said “oh yeah?”  I don’t even think he got up from the couch where he was eating his dinner.  I kept second guessing myself by saying that maybe it wasn’t my water, but Derek quickly ended this by asking me how often I pee on myself.  Considering I never do this, I finally let it soak in that my water broke.  
I texted our doula, Grace, to let her know that my water broke.  I decided to go ahead and eat my dinner (eggplant parmesan leftover from the night before – maybe that is what helped to induce labor).  It was hard to eat dinner and to pay attention to the show we were watching (Survivor), but I tried to keep calm and not get too anxious.  Around 7:30pm I decided to call Grace since she never responded to my text.  I told her about my water, but since I hadn’t started contractions yet, she decided to take her time getting to our house.   While waiting for Grace, we finished dinner, cleaned up, took showers (I had to shave my legs!) and called our families to give them an update.  Mom and Dad were at Bible Study when I called so I asked them to have the group pray for us and our plan for natural labor.   
Grace arrived around 9:30pm and that is when I started to feel labor.  It started as back labor so I was able to handle that pain with a hot shower, the heating pad and rocking on the birth ball (same thing as an exercise ball).   Derek took Mr. Meatballs to the dog-sitters farm once Grace arrived.  When he got home around 10pm, that is when I started to have pretty consistent contractions.  We were able to find an app on the iPad for contraction counting, which Grace loved as it was much easier than the old fashioned way of watch tracking.  She and I were having good distracting conversations and I would just raise my hand mid-sentence which signaled her to know I was starting a new contraction.  I moved from the couch to the birth ball to walking around the house.  As the contractions got stronger I became more silent.  Honestly the pain was not that intense for me, I just had to concentrate on my breathing and focus on the rushes (contractions).  
We called the midwives around 10:45 to let them know I was in labor and they asked us to come to the hospital.  Derek and I decided to wait just a little longer because we were afraid if we got there too early they would put me on a timeline for delivery.  We wanted a natural birth with no intervention, so we decided to birth at home as long as possible.  
As the contractions got more intense, I would lean on the island in the kitchen and breathe while Derek or Grace “pushed” my hips together.  I felt as if they were going to break apart, so the pressure from their hands helped me feel in control of the pain.  A little after 11 or 11:30 I decided I wanted to brush my teeth.  I am pretty sure that walking up the stairs really kick-started my labor (maybe that is when Liliana dropped).    While brushing my teeth, there was little to no break in between the rushes and I could hardly finish the brushing.  Grace said she could tell by my sounds that I was really in labor (maybe active if not transition at that time).   Derek helped me walk downstairs and we decided that it was time to get to the hospital.  
Before we could leave, Derek had to find me some flip flops that would actually go over my swollen feet.  Once we got my feet covered we walked out to the car.  I knew that it was going to be a long 15 minute ride because I was so uncomfortable sitting… that honestly was the most painful part for me.  I got into the car and selected a nice peaceful Enya CD to listen to.  Since I was contracting the entire time with no breaks, Derek drove as calmly and safely as possible in the pouring rain while trying to console me.  He held my hand and pushed on a pressure point to help me focus on the pain from the rushes.  We called my parents to give them an update and to ask them to continue to pray.  We got to the hospital around midnight after Derek took a little unexpected detour (we couldn’t figure out how to get to the emergency room!) and that was the only time I yelled at him all night.  I just wanted to get out of that car as it was so painful – I was ready to jump out by the end of the ride!
Once at the emergency room, Grace started walking me in while Derek parked the car.  Poor thing forgot his water in the car since we were rushing and he was parched the rest of the night (oh the sacrifice he made while I was birthing his child!).  It was a long walk into the emergency room, but we made it after many stops of me trying to handle the very intense contractions I felt at that point.   I wasn’t even able to register myself since I was unable to speak.  I was so focused on what was happening with my body that I was in my own little “birth world”.  After registering and while waiting for the labor nurse to come get us, I was in full transition (the last phase of dilation).  I started to strip my sweatshirt jacket off… I was so hot I thought I was going to pass out.  
Once the nurse arrived she wanted to get me in a wheelchair and I told her there was no way was I going to sit again.  It was just too painful to sit since Liliana’s head was descended.  We made our Ssssslllloooowww walk down the hallway to the elevators as I had to stop every couple of feet to deal with the contractions.  It was probably around midnight when we got into the elevator.  The nurse told us it was a full house and no rooms were open so I was going to deliver in the triage room.  Right as the doors were about to open to the labor and delivery floor I had an intense urge to push.  I vocalized that need and the nurse and Grace looked at it other because it was obvious then how far progressed I was.  
From there everything seemed rushed and urgent.  I quickly got into the triage room, then I quickly threw on the hospital gown and they made me use the bathroom quickly before Anna Kent, our midwife, was going to check me.  I got on the hospital bed and they strapped the monitor on my huge belly to make sure Liliana’s heartbeat was good – which it was.  Anna checked me and I was 9cm dilated and almost ready to push.  I called mom and dad again to give them the update that we were about to have our baby girl.  
Luckily a room opened up for us and we rushed over to it (it was probably 12:15am by now).  Thank goodness a room was open because I felt bad for the other woman in the triage room.  I am sure she didn’t want to be distracted by my natural labor noises while she was peacefully waiting for her own labor to progress (I am pretty sure she had an epidural).   
Once we got into the labor room I asked Derek to say a prayer for us.  It was a beautiful moment as he prayed over us and everyone in the room stopped what they were doing, laid their hands on me and said Amen once Derek was finished.  How wonderful of our doula, the midwife and the two nurses to respect our moment like that.  I truly felt God’s hand on me after the prayer was said.  I was ready to do this!  
Once the prayer was done, I started pushing while on my knees leaning up against the head of the bed, which was in an upright position.  After a long time like that I moved to the foot of the bed pushing on my hands and knees.  Derek was so good about tending to me, whether it was putting a cold washcloth on my neck/forehead or offering me water and chapstick.  He was there to offer the support I needed while I was in my quiet world.  I hardly spoke (unless it was out loud while saying my prayers for “Jesus give me strength”, which I said probably a hundred times).  I was honestly in the zone and had no idea what was going on around me.  I didn’t know exactly where Derek was, but I was able to feel his quiet strength in the room.  I didn’t yell at him or even really make much noise, except for some low grunting.  
In between the pushing contractions, I had no pain at all.  I took in those moments to refocus my energy for the next rush.  With each rush I pushed and found strength in knowing that my body was responding how it should for birthing our baby girl.  
At one point I remember someone saying that the baby had a head of black hair, which was playing peak-a-boo, and I was able to reach down and feel her head.  This gave me even more strength to push her out,  as this was an affirmation that the end was near.  
I remember the midwife asking Derek if he wanted to catch Liliana and that was the plan.      As I was moving into the third position, which was going to be a squat, the slight readjustment progressed labor and I was no longer able to wait for the nurses to get the squat bar in position.  Liliana’s head was crowning and she was coming immediately.  There was no time for Derek to get into position to catch so Anna caught her instead.  
At 1:42am on Thursday, March 24th I remember a baby with a full head of black hair being handed to me, which was so bizarre because I expected either a bald or blonde haired baby (based on our family history and my own coloring).   As Liliana laid on my chest, Derek and I just stared in awe at our beautiful 8 pound 1.7 ounce angel.  I was exhausted from the hard work, but felt so blessed to have the natural childbirth I had prepared so many months for.  I was so proud of myself for this accomplishment and being able to give Derek the gift of our daughter.  
After 20 minutes Derek finally cut the cord after it pumped its final nutrients to Liliana.  She laid on my chest for over an hour while Anna stitched my second degree tear (baby came so fast my body didn’t have time to stretch and prepare for her big shoulders).  Liliana nursed and cried, then nursed and slept.   We finally allowed the nurse to take her to be weighed.  I am so glad the hospital staff respected our decision to keep her on my chest for so long and gave us the time to bond as mother and daughter.  
We were finally moved into our room around 4:30am .  I called my parents to let them know Liliana was here and then we called the rest of our family throughout the day.  
After a long road of two miscarriages and an abundance of heartache, we finally had our baby girl in our arms.  From the day we saw the plus sign on the several pregnancy tests I took, up until March 24th , we never stopped praying for our baby girl.  Now that she has arrived we know we are blessed beyond measure.
Liliana Hope is the greatest gift we have given each other and I will always cherish the memory of her birth.  It was the most beautiful experience of my life and I would do it over again in a heartbeat… natural and all!  
Thank you Grace and Derek for giving me the support and strength during the labor…and to all those who prayed for us!  

